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The structure of singularities of the fundamental solution of the time-indepen-
dent one-speed transport equation with smooth coefficients is studied. This struc-
ture is more complicated than in the elliptic equation case: two first terms in the
decomposition have a singular support and two others are regular unbounded
distributions. The exact expressions for the first two terms and estimates for the
others are presented. The regular parts of these singularities contain some signifi-
cant information concerning the medium and hence the exact description of these
singularities may be useful in nondestructive control. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xStarting with the classic Hadamard paper 1 , the problem of describing
the singularities of the fundamental solution of a PDE attracted the
attention of mathematicians and arose in different areas of mathematics.
For example, Hadamard's criterion connected the existence of the loga-
rithmic member in some representation of the fundamental solution of a
w xhyperbolic equation and Huygens' class affiliation 2, 3 .
Let us consider an elliptic operator with analytic coefficients in the
general case:
m k­ u
w xL u s A .  i , . . . , i  x .1 k ­ x . . . ­ xi iks0 i , . . . , i s1, . . . , n 1 k1 k
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w xJohn 4 gave for even n the next representation of the fundamental
solution of this operator:
` 0x y xmy n a0 0 0 0< < < <E x , x s x y x C x , x y x .  a 0 /< <x y xas0
0 < 0 <q w x , x ln x y x . .
 0.Here w x, x is a regular analytic solution of the equation Lw s 0 and
 0 .the C x , j are analytic functions.a
Our research is motivated by the desire to understand the singularity
structure of solutions of the transport equation:
s x .s U U UV ? = U q s x U s h x , V , V U x , V dV q W x , V . .  .  .  .Hx
24p S
1 .
This equation describes the steady-state process of particle diffusion in a
 .scattering media. The nonnegative function U x, V describes a particle
 .  4density at the point x, V in the phase space. The phase space x, V is a
5-dimensional continuum R3 = S2, where three independent coordinates
are used to represent the position x and two to indicate the direction V of
 .the particle V is a unit vector .
 .The solution U x, V of the transport equation determines the density
 .of the number of particles at the point x s x , x , x moving in the1 2 3
 .direction V, whereas W x, V means the physical source density;
 .  . s x , s x are the total and scattering macroscopic cross sections coeffi-s
.cients , respectively,
s x s s x q s x , s x , s x G 0, supp s ; D , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .a s a s s
 .  U .s x is the absorption macroscopic cross section, and h x, V,V denotesa
the probability density that a particle entering a collision at the point x
with direction V leaves this point in the new direction VU. We call this
function the scattering indicatrix. It is normalized to number one:
1
Uh x , V , V dV s 1. 3 .  .H
24p S
 0 0.  .We can select the unique generalized solution E x, V; x ,V of Eq. 1
 .  0.  0. 0 0 2with W x, V ' d x y x d V y V , x g D, V g S , satisfying the
boundary condition on the surface ­ D of D which specifies that no
particles enter the domain D from outside. This solution is called the
 .fundamental solution of the time-independent transport equation FS .
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The singularities of the solution of the transport equation with a
concentrated source have been written by a number of authors for various
purposes. But as far as we know the problem of the exact description of
the singularities of the FS has not been considered yet. Usually for the
< 0 <fundamental solutions of PDE the asymptotic for small and large x y x
is separately considered. For the transport equation we shall show, having
` 2 .isolated the regular part from L D = S , that the singular part of the FS
contains two delta-like distributions, one concentrated on the ray
r s x 0 q V0t , t G 0,
and one on the 4-dimensional portion of the surface in R3 = S2
3 2 0 0S s x , V g R = S ¬ x q aV q bV y x s 0 , a, b G 0, 4 .
l oc 2 . ` 2 .and it also contains two singular terms from L D = S _ L D = S
having power-logarithmic and logarithmic estimates.
The estimates obtained for the coefficients preceding the singularities
n < 0 < 00 F c F b exp ya x y x , x , x g D , n s 0, . . . , 3, . .n 0
5 5b s sup s h , a s inf s x ) 0, .`s
xgD ;DU 2 sV gS
make it possible to estimate the singularity of once and twice scattered
radiation generated by a monodirected point source in a distant area:
y2 < 0 < 0 00 F b exp a x y x E x , V ; x , V . . 2
1 d d1F ln ,0 0 /< <V = V v ? V = V .
y3 < 0 < 0 00 F b exp a x y x E x , V ; x , V . . 3
< 0 <d d d d V = V2 2F ln q Q ln ,0 0< <v = V v ? V = V .
d s const, x , x 0 g D . .1, 2 0
These estimates depend only on
diam D x y x 0
d s and v s0 0< < < <x y x x y x
< 0 <and serve as the analogue of the asymptotic for large x y x .
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In the physical sense these are the singularities of the n-multiply
 .scattered beams of radiation n s 0 . . . 3 in the case of a monodirected
source concentrated in some point x 0 in a nonhomogeneous medium
filling the connected compact domain D ; R3. Note that it is not neces-
sary for the description of the singularities that x 0 g D. Hence this
problem is equivalent to the time-independent problem of describing the
radiation singularities scattered on finite nonhomogeneities. The time-de-
w xpendent problem was considered in 10, 14 . The existence of the S-matrix
w xin this case was proved in 6, 7 .
As the parameters of these singularities contain some information
concerning the medium, this description will be useful for solving so-called
w xin¨erse problems 8]12 for the transport equation. This has been demon-
strated for effectively solving the so-called X-ray tomography in scattering
w xmedia problem 5, 10, 15 . One can consider the proposed methods as an
w xextension of the classical X-ray tomography technique 13 for scattering
media. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we establish the notation, give some definitions needed in
the sequel, and prove the basic facts about the boundary value problem for
 .Eq. 1 . In Section 3 we introduce the definitions concerning the funda-
mental solution. In Section 4 we prove two auxiliary lemmas and in Section
5 we proof the representation theorem for the FS.
2. TRANSPORT EQUATION
` 3 2 . `Let C R = S be a space of C functions with compact support in0
3 2  .R = S . Further on we call a pair s , s h or system admissible if:s
 .  .  .  U . `i s x , s x , and h x, V, V are nonnegative C functions.s 0
 . 3ii There is a compact, convex D ; R with the measurable bound-
 .  .  .ary function s x, V defined below , diam D s R , so that s x vanishes0 c s
if x g R3 _ D.x
 . w xiii The system under consideration is subcritical 6, 7 , i.e.,
0 F s x F s x , x g D. .  .s
5 5 ` 2 .We denote by the norm on L D = S`
5 5f s ess sup f x , V .`
2D=S
and
5 5b s sup s h .`s
U 2V gS
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We shall need the following conditions:
 .UA There is a convex-connected D ; D, so thats
0 - a F s x , x g D uniform absorption ; .  .a s
 .WS There is
1 .s x , V0sup r x , x y RV dR - weak scattering , .  .H
b2 0 .x , V gD=S
 .where the ``boundary function'' s x, V is the distance between the point0
x and the boundary ­ D along the direction yV and r is the usual optical
path
1
< <r x , y s exp y x y y s x q s y y x ds . .  . .H /0
 .We assume that s x, V is measurable in the sense that for every s ) 00
2  .the subset Q of Q s D = S where s x, V F s is measurable.s 0
 .Note that if i is valid
 .s x , V00 - ess sup r x , x y RV dR F diag D. .H
2 0D=S
X  X  ..We say that V is incoming at x g ­ D in symbols, V g I x if and
 X .only if there exists e s e x, V ) 0 with
x q t VX g D , 0 - t - e .
 . 3 2Let W x, V ' 0, x g R _ D, V g S . Then the solution of the boundary
value problem for an admissible system
s x .s U U UV ? = U q s x U s h x , V , V U x , V dV q W x , V .  .  .  .Hx
24p S
4 .
U x , V ' 0, x , V g ­ D = I x 5 .  .  .  .
may be converted into the integral equation:
1 RcU x , V s dR r x , x y RV s x y RV .  .  .H s4p 0
= h x y RV , V , VX U x y RV , VX dVX .  .H /2S
qW x y RV , V , x , V g Q. 6 .  .  ./
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 .Equation 6 can be written in the form
U x , V s KSU x , V q KW x , V , 7 .  .  .  .
where S, K denote the integral operators
s x .s U U USw x , V ' h x , V , V w x , V dV , .  .  .H
24p S
 .s x , V0K w x , V ' dR r x , x y RV w x y RV , V .  .  .H
0
` 2 .  .defined on L D = S . Equation 6 is equivalent to boundary value
 .  .problem 4 , 5 for an admissible system and is the general integral
equation formulation of the time-independent transport problem with
which we shall be concerned. We need the following
 .  .LEMMA 1. If s , s h define an admissible system and obey WS , thens
the integral equation
U x , V s KSU x , V q P x , V 8 .  .  .  .
 . ` 2 .  . `has a unique solution U x, V g L D = S for each P x, V g L D =
2 .S .
Proof. We prove the lemma by constructing the Neumann series solu-
 .tion to Eq. 8
`
U x , V s U x , V , 9 .  .  . n
ns0
where
U x , V s P x , V , and U x , V s KSU x , V , n ) 0. .  .  .  .0 n ny1
Note that the operator KS is defined as
KS : L` D = S2 ª L` D = S2 . .  .
Really, since
L` D = S2 ; L1 D = S2 , .  .
it follows that
` 25 5u s dV dx u x , V - `, for u g L D = S . .  .1 H H
2S D
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Consider the following splitting of the domain D: For any V g S2 we can
write
D s P V = s r , V , s r , V , r g P V . 4 .  .  .  .1 0 2 0 0
 .Here P v is a projection of the domain D onto the plane orthogonal to
the V. Then
 .s r , V2 0dV dx u x , V s dV dr ds u r q sV , V .  .H H H H H0 0
2 2  .  .S D S P V s r , V1 0
 .s r , V2 0F dV dr ds u r q sV , V .H H H0 0
2  .  .S P V s r , V1 0
5 5s u .1
From the Fubini]Tonelli theorem it follows that the integral
 .s r , V2 0 ds u r q sV , V .H 0
 .s r , V1 0
 . 2exists almost everywhere on P V = S . Hence KS is well defined on
` 2 .L D = S .
Further
1 RcKSu s dR r x , x y RV s x y RV .  .H s4p 0
= dVU h x y RV , V , VU u x y RV , VU .  .H
2S
ny11 R k kcs lim r x , x y R V s x y R V c s c /  /4p n n nnª` ks1
k kpr2 2p U U= dc dw h x y R V , V , V u x y R V , V ,H H c c /  /n nypr2 0
here
VU s cos c cos w , cos c sin w , sin c . .
As this is a limit of a sequence of measurable functions, it is therefore
itself measurable and essentially bounded.
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 .Now we estimate the norm of the operator KS. Since s y ' 0 as soons
as y g R3 _ D for an admissible system we have
1 RcKSu x , V s ess sup dR r x , x y RV s x y RV .  .  .H` s4p2 0D=S
X X X= h x y RV , V , V u x y RV , V dV .  .H
2S
 .s x , V05 5 5 5F u sup s h ess sup r x , x y RV dR. .` ` Hs
U 2 2 0V gS D=S
 .The condition WS assures absolute convergence of the Neumann series
 . ` 2 .  .9 on L D = S for the solution Eq. 8 . The uniqueness of this solution
follows from the inequality
5 0 5 5 5 5 0 5u F KS u` `
for the solution u0 of the homogeneous equation. The proof is completed.
3. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION
 ` 3 2 .Denote by D the space of test functions the set C R = S with a0
.  . Xpseudotopology , and the space of distributions which is dual to D by D .
 .We write f , w for the action of a distribution f on a test function w. Two
distributions f , g, not necessarily with the same domain, are said to be
 .  .  .equal on a domain G if f , w s g, w for all w g D G .
0 2  0. 2For each V g S denote by d V y V the Dirac delta function on S
concentrated in the point V0 g S2, i.e.,
d V y V0 , f x , V s dx f x , V0 .  .  . . H
3R
 .for any function f x, V g D.
 0 0. XThe distribution E x, V; x , V g D satisfying in the generalized sense
 .Eq. 4 with
W x , V s d x y x 0 d V y V0 , x 0 g D , V0 g S2 .  .  .
 .and with the boundary condition 5 is called the fundamental solution of
 .the time-independent transport equation FS . We construct the represen-
tation of the fundamental solution as a part of the Neumann's series and
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the remainder E :Nq1
` N
n
E s E s KS E q E , E s KW , N s 3. 10 .  . n 0 Nq1 0
ns0 ns0
We shall use the following notation.
2  . X 3.0For each V g S denote by d l g D R the d-function, concen-V
trated on the ray in R3 , which runs through the point x 0 in the directionx




0d l ? 1 V , f x , V s dV f x q t V , V dt . .  .  .  . . H HV
2S 0
0 0  0 0.For each fixed V, x , V , S s S x , V, V denotes the part of the plane,
confined between the rays r s x 0 q Vt and r s x 0 q V0t , t G 0:
S [ x g D ¬ x s x 0 q aV0 q bV , a, b G 0. 4
 . < 0 <The function d S r V = V is the Dirac delta function concentrated on
the 4 dimensional surface S = S2 in R3 = S2. It affects a test function
 .f x, V g D as
1 dV
d S , f x , V s f x , V dS. .  .  .H H0 0 / 2< < < <V = V V = VS S
 0 0 4The point of intersection of the two rays r s x q t V , t G 0 and
 4 Ur s x q t V, t F 0 we denote by x . Denote by
F x , x 0 ; V , V0 ' x y x 0 y x y x 0 ? V0 V0 ? V .  .  . . .
s x y x 0 V y V0 V0 ? V .  . .
and define for fixed x 0 g D, V, V0 g S2 the following plane in R3x
P [ x g D ¬ F x , x 0 ; V , V0 s 0 . 4 .
This plane defines the splitting of the domain Q s D = S2 into two parts
Q s x g R3 ¬ F x , x 0 ; V , V0 F 0 , . 4y x
Q s x g R3 ¬ F x , x 0 ; V , V0 - 0 . . 4q x
Let
1, x , V , x 0 , V0 g Q . q0 0Q ' Q x , V ; x , V s . 0 0 0, x , V , x , V g Q . . y
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 0. 0The pair x, x , x, x g D, will be called strictly interior if
dist x , x 0 F dist x 0 , ­ D q dist x , ­ D . .  .  .
The set of such pairs we denote by DX and some convex subset of
X  )D l D = D by D .s 0
4. AUXILIARY LEMMAS
For the proof of the main theorem we need two lemmas.
LEMMA 2. Let x, y g R3. Then
1 t q b¡
arsh , a s 1, /< <dt y a~sH a 1 t q b< <x q t y
arctg , a s 2,¢  /< <x = y a
here
< < < <y2 < <y2a s x = y y , b s x ? y y . .
Proof. Note that
ar212 2a a 2 2< < < < < < < <x q t y s y t q b q x y y x ? y . .  . .4 /< <y
As
22 2 2 2 22< < < < < < < < < <x y y x ? y s x y 1 y cos w s x = y , .  .
we get
dt 1 dt 1 dt1 1s sH H Ha a aar2 ar22 24 2< < < < < <2x q t y y y t q a< < < <  .t q 1r y x = y . 1 .1
1 t q b¡
arsh , a s 1, /< <y a~s 1 t q b
arctg , a s 2.¢  /< <x = y a
The proof is completed.
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LEMMA 3. Let y g R3, V0 g S2. Then there exist M s const ) 0 such1, 2
that
M dV M
ln F M q M lnH 1 20 00  / /2 < < < <V = V V = yV = V ? y .S
< <for each y F M.
U < <Proof. Denoting by V s yr y we have
M dV
I ' lnH1 00 /2 < <V = VV = V ? y .S
dV M 1 dV
s ln q ln .H HU0 00 /2 2< << < < <yV = V V = VV = V ? V .S S
As V0 H V = V0, we can take the orthonormal frame
VU = V0
0, w , V .U 0 /< <V = V
In polar coordinates connected with it we have
< 0 < U 0 < U 0 <V = V s sin c , V = V ? V s V = V sin c cos w . .
Then
dV
2s 2p ,H 02 < <V = VS
which implies
p1 M2p2I s 2p ln q dw dc lnH H1 U 0 /< < < < < <y V = V sin c cos w0 0
1 M M
2 2F 2p ln q 2p ln q M s M ln q M .1 2 1U 0 0 /  /< < < < < <y V = V V = y
The proof is completed.
5. THE STRUCTURE OF THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION
 0 0Denote by x* the point of intersection of the two rays r s x q t V ,
4  4t G 0 and r s x q t V, t F 0 . We are now able to prove the main result.
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 .THEOREM 1. Let the scattering system s , s h be admissible and let thes
 .  0 0.condition WS be ¨alid. Then the fundamental solution E x, V; x , V of
the time-independent transport equation can be represented in Q = Q as
ns3
0 0 0 0E x , V ; x , V s S x , V ; x , V c q g x , V ; x , V , .  .  . n n
ns0
where
S s d l 0 d V y V0 , .  .0 V
1
S s d S , .1 0< <V = V
1 d R1 c
S s ln ,2 0 0 0 /< <V = V V = V ? x y x .  .
< 0 <d R d R V = V2 c 2 c
S s ln q Q ln ,3 0 0 0 0x y x = V x y x ? V = V .  .  .
c s r x 0 , x , .0
1
U U U U0 0c s r x , x r x , x s x h x , V , V , .  .  .  .1 s4p
 0 0.  0 0. ` 2 .g x, V; x , V , c x, V; x , V g L D = S , and R s diam D, d2, 3 c 1, 2
s const.
 .In addition, if UA is ¨alid then
0 0 n < 0 <0 F c x , V ; x , V F b exp ya x y x .  .n
for x , x 0 g D ; D = D , V , V0 g S2 = S2 , n s 0, 1, 2, 3. .  .0
Proof. For the zero term from direct calculation we have
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 s K d x y x 0 d V y V0 .  .  .0
`
0s dR r x , x y RV d x y x y V R d V y V .  .  .H 0
0
s r x , x 0 d l 0 d V y V0 . .  .  .V
Since D is convex we get0
0 0 < 0 < 00 - r x , x s r x , x F exp ya x y x , x , x g D . .  .  . . 0
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 0 0.  0 0.Now consider the second term E x, V; x , V s KSE x, V; x , V .1 0
 .Then for f x, V g D
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 , f x , V .  . .1
` `1
X X0 0 0s dV dR dR r x , x q R V .H H H
24p S 0 0
= r x 0 q RXV0 , x 0 q RV q RXV0 .
= s x 0 q RXV0 h x 0 q RXV0 , V , V0 f x 0 q RV q RXV0 , V . .  .  .s
 0 0.Calculate the area element dS of S x , V, V
X X0 0< <dS s dR dR sin / V , V s dR dR V = V . .
Hence
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 , f x , V .  . .1
1 dS
U U0s dV r x , x r x , x .  .H H 02 0 0 < <4p V = V .S S x , V , V
= s xU h xU , V , V0 f x , V .  .  .s
1
s d S c x , V , f x , V . .  .  .10 /< <V = V
Finally we get
1 1
0 0E x , V , x , V s .1 0< <4p V = V
= d S r x 0 , xU r xU , x s xU h xU , V , V0 . .  .  .  .  .s
 0. 0 2 UFurthermore, for x, x g , V, V g S , x g D we get the next uni-0 s
form estimate
0-c s r x 0 , xU r xU , x s xU h xU , V , V0 F br x 0 , xU r xU , x .  .  .  .  .  .1 s
1U U0 0 0< <F b exp y x y x s x q s x y x ds . .H 0
1U U U< <y x y x s x q s x y x ds . .H
0
< 0 <F b exp ya x y x . .
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 0. U 3If x, x g D , x g R _ D we have0 s
c F b exp ya dist x 0 , ­ D q dist x , ­ D F b exp ya dist x 0 , x . .  . . . . .1 s s
Now we calculate the third term
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 s KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 . .  .2 1
 .For f x, V g D we have
I s E x , V ; x 0 , V0 , f x , V s KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 , f x , V .  .  .  . .  .2 2 1
` ` `1
X X Y 0 1s dV dV dR dR dR r x , x .H H H H H2 2 216p S S 0 0 0
= r x1 , x 2 r x 2 , x 2 q RV s x1 .  .  .s
= h x1 , VX , V0 s x 2 h x 2 , V , VX .  .  .s
= f x 0 q RY V0 q RXVX q RV , V . .
Taken into account that all the coefficients in front of f are strictly
 . 3positive, smooth, and the s x vanish when x g R _ D, we obtains
`1 R Rc cX X YI s dV dR dV dR dRH H H H H2 2 2 216p S 0 S 0 0
= x x 0 , x1 , x 2 , x , V0 , V1 , V .2
= f x 0 q RY V0 q RXVX q RV , V . .
The interchange of the order of integration is reduced by the Fubini
theorem.
Here
x1 s x 0 q RY V0 ,
x 2 s x 0 q RY V0 q RXVX ,
and
x ' x x 0 , x1 , x 2 , x , V0 , V1 , V .2 2
s r x 0 , x1 s x1 h x1 , VX , V0 r x1 , x 2 .  .  .  .s
= s x 2 h x 2 , V , VX r x 2 , x . .  .  .2
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Note that as above
2 < 0 <0 F x F b exp ya x y x , .2
x , x 0 g D , x1 , x 2 g R3 , V , V1 , V2 g S2 . . 0
The Jacobian of the map
R , RX , RY , V , VX ¬ x , R , RY , V , .  .
x s x 0 q RY V0 q RXVX q RV .
 X.2is equal to R . Hence
1 RcI s dV dx f x , V dR .H H H2 2 2 316p S R 0x
< 0 Y 0 <u R y x y x y R V y RV .R cc Y= dR x .H 2 2Y0 0< <x y x y R V y RV0
Now using Lemma 2 for the nonnegative, locally integrable kernel of this
distribution we have almost everywhere in D = S2 the following estimate
for x, x 0 g D ,s
< 0 Y 0 <1 u R y x y x y R V y RV .R R cc c Y0 F dR dR xH H 22 2Y0 016p < <x y x y R V y RV0 0
< 0 Y 0 <1 u R y x y x y R V y RV .R R cc c Y 2F dR dR bH H2 2Y0 016p < <x y x y R V y RV0 0
< 0 <=exp ya x y x .
b 2 1Rc0< <F exp ya x y x dR arctg k .H2 0 016p x y x y RV = V .0
b 2 1Rc0< <F exp ya x y x dR .H2 0 016p x y x y RV = V .0
R2 cb 1 R q b
0< <F exp ya x y x arsh , .2 0  /< < a16p V = V 0
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where
0 0 0 0 0x y x = V = V = V V = V ? x y x .  .  .  . .
a s s ,2 20 0< < < <V = V V = V
x y x 0 = V0 ? V = V0 .  . .
b s y 20< <V = V
x y x 0 ? V y V0 V0 ? V .  . .
s y ,20< <V = V
k s k x , V , x 0 , V0 , R . .c
Now we easily get the estimate
R c < < < < < < < <R q b R q b b R q bc c
arsh F arsh q arsh F 2 arsh /a a a a0
20 0 0 0< <R V = V q x y x ? V y V V ? V .  . .cF 2 arsh 0 0V = V ? x y x .  .
< 0 <R q x y xcF 2 arsh , 11 .0 0V = V ? x y x .  .
where
0 0 0 0< < < <V = V ? x y x F x y x F R q x y x . .  . c
Let us note that the inequality
2 ’d d d d q d 2
arsh s ln q 1 q F ln ,( 2  /< < < < < < /y y yy
< <  .which holds for y F d, d ) 0, and inequality 11 imply
0 F E x , V , x 0 , V0 .2
2 0 0 ’< < < <b exp ya x y x R q x y x 1 q 2 .  . .c 0F ln , x , x g D.0 0 0< <  /8p V = V V = V ? x y x .  .
Finally we obtain
0 F E x , V , x 0 , V0 .2
1 c1 0s ln c x , V ; x , V .20 0 0 /< <8p V = V V = V ? x y x .  .
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for x, x 0 g D and
2 < 0 < 00 F c F b exp ya x y x for x , x g D , . .2 0
c x , V ; x 0 , V0 g L` D = S2 for any x 0 , V0 g D = S2 . .  .  .2
Here
0 0’ ’< <c s d R s 2 1 q 2 R G R q x y x 1 q 2 , x , x g D. .  . .1 1 c c c
 0 0.It is clear that, for calculating the singularities in E x, V; x , V s3
 0 0.  0 0.KSE x, V; x , V , we should investigate KSS x, V; x , V . Using2 2
Lemma 3 we estimate
0 F KSS x , V ; x 0 , V0 .2
1 Rcs dR r x , x y RV s x y RV .  .H s4p 0
1
U U= dV h x y RV , V , V .H U 0< <V = VS2
c1
= ln U 0 0 /V = V ? x y x y RV .  .
dVU cR 1cF M dR lnH H U U0 0 02 < <V = V V = V ? x y x y RV .  .0 S
cR 1cF M dR M q M lnH 1 2 0 0 /x y x y RV = V .0
cR 1cF M q M dR ln .H3 4 0 0x y x y RV = V .0
Now we consider the integral
cR 1cI ' dR ln .H3 0 0 0 /x y x = V y R V = V .  .0
Obviously
0 0 0 0< <x y x = V y R V = V F R q x y x F R q R F c , .  . c c c 1
x , x 0 g D
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w xfor any R g 0, R . It followsc
cR 1cI s dR lnH3 220 2 /0 < <V = V R q b q a .’  . /
1 c2R 1cs dR ln .H 2 20 0 2 02 0 < < < < < <R V = V q b V = V q a V = V .
Introducing the new variable
< 0 <R s R q b V = V .1
we get
r 21 c1 1
I s dR lnH3 10 2 2< <2 V = V R q r .r 10
r1 1
s dRH 10< <2 V = V r0
r1 1 2 2y dR ln R q r .H 1 10< <2 V = V r0
r11 R12 2s R ln c y R ln R q r y 2 R q 2 r arctg , .c 1 1 1 10  /< < r2 V = V r0
where
< 0 < < 0 < < 0 <r s b V = V , r s R q b V = V , r s a V = V . .0 1 c
It is easily seen that
< < < < < 0 <r s R q b V = V1 c
y10 0 0 0 0< < < <s R V = V y V = V x y x = V ? V = V F 2 R , .  . .c c
< < < < < 0 <r s b V = V0
y10 0 0 0 0< <s V = V x y x = V ? V = V F R , x , x g D. .  . c
Then
< <R - 2 R , 0 F r F R .1 c c
On the other hand
2d R 2 r1
r arctg s F 1.2 2dR r r q R1 1
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Hence
1r < <1 R r y r1 0 1
r arctg F s R .c0 0< < < <rV = V V = V0r
Thus we get
01 r2 2I F R ln c q R ln R q r q 2 R .1 .3 c 1 1 1 cr0< <2 V = V
Now,
d 2 z 2 2 z 2
2 2 2 2z ln z q r s ln z q r q , F 2. .  . . 2 2 2 2dz z q r z q r
It follows
2 2 2 2 2 2 < <z ln z q r y z ln z q r F 2 q ln j q r z y z . 12 . . .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
Now, using the inequality
2 2 2 2ln j q r F yln j q r q M , M s max 0, 4 ln 3R , 4 . .  . 0 0 c
which holds for
2 22 2 2j q r F 2 R q R F R q 2 R .  .c c c c
 .and inequality 12 , we get
1 1
2 2 2I F R ln c R 2 q ln j q r q 2 R .3 c 1 c c2 2
1 c21F R ln q N , N s M q 3Rc 0 c2 22 j q r .
2 w 2 2 xfor some j , j g r , r .0 1
We shall consider two cases.
First, let
x y x 0 = V0 ? V = V0 .  . .0< <b V = V s y 0< <V = V
x y x 0 ? V y V0 V0 ? V .  . .
s 0< <V = V
x y x 0 y x y x 0 ? V0 V0 ? V .  . . .
s G 0,0< <V = V
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 0 0.hence x, V, x , V g Q . Theny
222 2 0 0 0 2< < < < < <r s b V = V F R V = V q b V = V s r .0 c 1
and
2 2 2 2 2 < 0 < 2 2 < 0 < 2j q r G r q r s b V = V q a V = V .  . .0
2y20 0 0 0< <s V = V x y x = V ? V = V .  . .
20 0 0q x y x = V = V = V .  . . /
20 0s x y x = V . .
Hence
c c1 1
I F R ln q N s R ln q N. 13 .3 c c0 0 rx y x = V . 1
Here r is the distance between the point x and the line x s x 0 q t V0.1
 0 0.In the second case x, V; x , V g Q andq
< 0 < 0 0 0b V = V s x y x = V ? V = V - 0. .  . .
Then
2 2 2 2 < 0 < 2j q r G 0 q r s a V = V .  .
and so we have
< 0 <c V = V c1 1
I F R ln q N s R ln q N. 14 .3 c c0 0 rx y x ? V = V .  .
Here r is the distance between the line x s x 0 q t V0 and x s x 0 q t V.
Finally we get
0 F E x , V , x 0 , V0 s S c .3 3 3
< 0 <c c V = V2 20 0F R ln q Q x , V ; x , V ln .c 0 0 0 0 /x y x = V x y x ? V = V .  .  .
= c x , V , x , V0 .3
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0 0 2  .for x, x g D, V, V g S , and c s c exp NrR s d R s const. As2 1 c 2 c
above
3 < 0 < 00 F c F b exp ya x y x for x , x g D , . .3 0
S x , V ; x 0 , V0 g Ll oc D = S2 , c x , V ; x 0 , V0 g L` D = S2 .  .  .  .3 3
for any x 0, V0 g D = S2. Note that the integral
cR 1cI ' ln dRH3 0 0 0 /x y x = V y R V = V .  .0
 .  .has a rougher estimate than those in 13 , 14 :
1 c M0< < 1R V=V XcI s ln dR F .H3 X0 00 0 /< < < <V = V V = Vx y x = V y R .0
It is easy to see that
SE x , V ; x 0 , V0 F M , S x , V ; x 0 , V0 g Ll oc D = S2 , .  .  .3 3
and
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 s KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 g L` D = S2 .  .  .4 3
So we have proved now that
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 s K d x y x 0 d V y V0 , .  .  .0
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 s KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 , k s 1, 2, 3, .  .k ky1
for the representation
3
0 0 0 0 0 0E x , V ; x , V s E x , V ; x , V q E x , V ; x , V . .  .  . n r
ns0
From Lemma 1 it follows immediately that the integral equation
E x , V ; x 0 , V0 s KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 q KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 .  .  .r r 3
for
KSE x , V ; x 0 , V0 g L` D = S2 .  .3
` 2 .has a solution E g L D = S . We have obtained the conclusion of ther
theorem.
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